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Nature vs. Nurture: What Determines Your Hearing as You Age?
Have you ever wondered if you will hear (or not) more like your Mother or your Father as you grow
older? Research on the heritability of age-related hearing loss says, odds are you will hear more like
your Mother. This stronger relation to your Mother’s hearing in old age, hints that at least a portion
of how well you will hear as you grow older is genetic, or determined by Nature. Yet, even though
this relation to your Mother’s hearing has been known for two decades by geneticists studying agerelated hearing loss – presbycusis – the human genes that may pre-dispose us to poor hearing in old
age remain elusive. Biomedical engineers and hearing scientists at the Global Center for Hearing and
Speech Research at the University of South Florida have been using the mouse as an animal model to
gain new insights into possible genes related to presbycusis. These Global Center researchers have
developed new statistical and bioinformatics data analysis techniques to analyze large amounts of
mouse genetic data in novel ways. By using the mouse as a “genetic” animal model for studying agerelated hearing loss, new knowledge can be gleaned about what types of genes contribute to
presbycusis in humans. Discoveries in this area point to the possibility of genes involved in
inflammation and the immune system, and genes related to key neurochemicals used in nerve cell
communication, as contributing to the severity of presbycusis. These animal model findings give
Global Center researchers clues as to what genes to look for in humans that might accelerate the
progression of age-linked hearing loss.
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